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About Form

•

Welcome to Form—missional formation curriculum
for teachers of preschoolers ages three to
kindergarten. Each issue of Form contains two units
filled with age-appropriate activities and stories
that provide preschoolers with meaningful learning
experiences and help them to develop a missional
lifestyle.
Form encourages preschoolers to:
• Wonder at the creativity of God in creation,
culture, people, language, and geography.
• Experience the love of God for themselves
and for all creation.
• Explore Scripture and the example of Jesus
that challenges them to love and serve others.
• Nurture an attentiveness to the work of God’s
Spirit in the world.
• Discover the ways God has equipped them
with certain gifts, passions, and interests.
• Meet individuals who are joining in God’s
mission to bring healing and wholeness to the
world.
• Grow in their capacity to love and care for
others.

•

•

A stated Teaching/Learning Aim to guide
teachers as they create a specific learning
environment for preschoolers.
A list of Other Sources of Information that
can assist the teacher and student in going
deeper into the unit’s theme.
A Word Bank with pronunciation guides and
definitions for new vocabulary in the unit.

Session Pages
Each session is structured for a 45-minute to onehour time frame and includes a variety of learning
center activities as well as a large group experience
to synthesize learning. At the beginning of each
session, teachers will find Session Preparation
steps as well as a Session Focus to guide
conversation throughout the session. Helpful time
indicators and icons guide teachers in preparing and
leading each session.
Each unit includes Resource Kit (RK) pages
that include session photos, worksheets, and games
that correspond with learning center activities or
Large Group Time. These pages can be found in the
file labeled “Resource Kit” that was included in the
purchase of your Form download.

Learning Centers

Using Form
Form can be used weekly in traditional missionfocused classes or in other settings when you
desire to give special emphasis to the Christian’s
missional calling. Some ideas include:
• Once a month in Sunday School.
• A full month per quarter in Sunday School.
• Throughout the summer in Sunday School.
• During children’s worship or extended
session.

Unit Introduction
The Unit Introduction provides the following:
• An overview of the unit’s missional theme
and its connection to the Bible.
• Basic information about the missional
individuals the preschoolers will meet during
the unit, including an Info Bank with at-aglance facts.
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Learning centers allow boys and girls to move freely
in areas of the room, discovering, exploring, and
experiencing activities designed to help them learn.
Through conversation teachers provide assistance
and guidance. Preschoolers work at their own
pace either independently or with a small group,
according to their interests and abilities. They may
choose to work in several centers, moving from
one center to another during a session, or they may
choose to work in only one center.
Learning centers should be attractive, inviting,
age-level and developmentally appropriate, and
require little adult supervision. Centers should
facilitate the natural flow of traffic and may utilize
tables, walls, the floor, carpet and carpet squares,
shelves, back of shelves, tents, space under tables,
boxes, etc.
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Additional Resources
for the Teacher

Each session includes the following learning centers:
The Homeliving Center provides preschoolers with
opportunities to act out living at home and other dramatic
activities.

Free online Teacher Helps can
be found under the “Form” icon
at www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
References to Teacher Help items
are designated with TH.

Preschoolers will have the opportunity to express themselves
creatively with a variety of art activities in the Art Center.
Preschoolers find satisfaction working puzzles, manipulating a
variety of objects, and building with blocks when they visit the
Blocks and Puzzles Center.

Each unit includes a downloadable
video at www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
Visit store.cbf.net to order free
copies or download to your
e-reader Prayers of the People, a
yearlong guide to prayer for CBF’s
missions and ministries.

In the Nature Center, preschoolers examine, explore, and
manipulate a variety of nature objects and materials.
Boys and girls will enjoy looking at books, reading them, or
having them read in the Books Center.
Preschoolers enjoy singing, listening to music, playing and
exploring musical instruments, playing musical games, and
dancing in the Music and Movement Center.
Many activities suggested in the learning centers are appropriate
for both younger and older preschoolers. Otherwise, you will
find separate activities identified for either younger or older
preschoolers.
Bible thoughts and prayer phrases are interspersed throughout the
learning centers for teachers to incorporate in their conversations
with the preschoolers.

Subscribe for free to fellowship!
magazine at www.cbf.net. Stories
of CBF field personnel and mission
engagement can complement Form
lessons.
Join “CBF Mission Teachers”
on Facebook and join in the
conversation with others
passionate about missional
formation for preschoolers!

Leading Large Group Time
Large Group Time is “all together time” when preschoolers transition
from learning centers and gather for a large group experience.
Patiently assist boys and girls in bringing their chairs and forming
either a circle or semicircle in front of you. Outlining a circle or
semicircle on the floor with masking tape will give the boys and girls
visual clues as to where to place their chairs. Or, you may want them
to sit on the floor around you.
Large Group Time is designed for those who are three years
old and older. It is the time when the teacher reinforces the mission
concepts that were introduced in the learning centers. The boys and
girls will converse, hear a story, pray, and from time to time, play
games and enjoy musical experiences.
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UNIT

1

Theme: LUCHA Ministries
People focus: Greg and
Sue Smith

Ministry focus:
LUCHA Ministries in
Fredericksburg, Virginia

Mission Context: Global
Migration

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

Colossians 2:1-3

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
information.

LUCHA Ministries
by

Janet Cleland

What if you and your family left your home country and your friends and
family and moved to a new country where people did not speak English?
Would you be excited? Would you be scared? Maybe you’d be a little of
both. How would it feel when you arrived in a new country to find out
there were people there who could help you feel welcomed and wanted?
Wouldn’t it be great if there were a few people who spoke your language?
LUCHA Ministries
provides a Christian
response to people who
need help and services
in their own language. It
is a struggle for people
to leave everything they
know and love and
come to a new country.
The people who serve
in LUCHA Ministries
understand this struggle
Greg and Sue Smith, CBF field personnel, distribute
and they are there to help.
school supplies and backpacks to Latino students
In the letter to the
in Fredericksburg, Virginia, through LUCHA
Colossians, the apostle
Ministries.
Paul tells the people
of Colossae that he is
struggling for them and
with them. Paul wants
them to be strengthened
in their faith. It is his hope that they will be encouraged and united in
love. He wants them to know that God loves them very much.
The October unit focuses on Greg and Sue Smith, who are CBF field
personnel serving the first-generation Latino immigrant community
through LUCHA Ministries, Inc., located in Fredericksburg, Virginia. Greg
and Sue want the immigrant community to know how very much God
loves them. So they help others to work with the immigrant population by
offering training and serving as consultants to individuals, churches, and
other organizations. LUCHA Ministries supports the rights of immigrants
and their families and helps them find services in Spanish.
The greater Fredericksburg area witnessed a large influx of Mexican
and Central American immigrants during the 1990s, when the area saw
significant economic growth and development. Jobs were plentiful in
construction, and landscaping and service-related jobs soon followed.
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Other Sources of
Information

The local Hispanic/Latino population of the area is just over 10
percent, but not large enough for area service providers, education,
and health care systems to routinely have full-time bilingual staff.
Immigrants with limited English proficiency often lack access to
opportunities and services in the community.
LUCHA, which stands for Latinos Unidos por Cristo en
Hermandad Y Apoyo, is translated in English as "Latinos united
through Christ in solidarity and support." LUCHA seeks to serve
the immigrant population with a variety of programs. Cinco Panes
provides hunger relief services for immigrant families. Project
Adelante is a program that empowers women with classes to train
and equip Latinas in skills that can be used for personal and family
support. Bridges of Hope is a literacy and English as a second
language program, which provides mentoring for children and
parents.
Most of the Latinos who live in the Fredericksburg area
are immigrants. Greg and Sue work hard to create trust and
friendships with their Latino immigrant friends. Trust comes
from understanding the culture and language and finding things
in common with immigrants. Greg and Sue, along with LUCHA
Ministries, seek to walk with the immigrant community as they
struggle to live and work in the United States. Very much like
the apostle Paul struggled alongside the people of the Christian
community in the city of Colossae. Paul tried to encourage the
hearts of the people and unite them in love. LUCHA Ministries
strives to do the same thing with the Latino immigrants with whom
they minister.

1. Visit www.cbf.net/smith for an
introduction to the Smiths.
2. Go to https://issuu.com/fellowship/
docs/2013february.march to read the
article “Someone to Be There.”
3. Check out https://issuu.com/
fellowship/docs/2012february.march
to read the article “Virginia ministry
provides encouragement to Latino
children.”
4. See www.luchaministries.org for
more information about LUCHA
Ministries.
5. See www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources for this unit.

Janet Cleland is the Minister to Children, Families, and Outreach at
First Baptist Church, Athens, Georgia. She loves discovering God with
children and helping families discover God together.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, preschoolers will learn
that no matter what we struggle
with, God is there. They will hear
stories and learn about the work
of LUCHA Ministries and CBF
field personnel Greg and Sue
Smith. LUCHA Ministries provides
a Christian response to the
immigration issue and the needs
of the immigrant community in
Fredericksburg, Virginia.

WO R D B A N K
advocacy: support for a particular cause or policy
bilingual: speaking two languages fluently
Cinco Panes: “five loaves of bread” in Spanish; hunger relief services
for immigrant families

deportation: forcing someone to leave a country if they do not have a
legal right to be there

futbol: soccer
immigrant: a person who moves permanently in a foreign country
luchar: Spanish verb meaning "to struggle."
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SESSION

1

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

From Struggle to
Hope
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: October Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Gather and prepare RK 1: Spanish Numbers and Colors.
• Locate TH: Marvelous Maracas.
• Gather RK 5: Greg and Sue Smith.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to the work of LUCHA ministries. They will see that just as the apostle
Paul struggled for the Colossian church, the ministry of LUCHA
struggles for the immigrant population in Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Through the story of Hector, the children will learn about the ministry
to the Latino community and how God uses Greg and Sue Smith to
help people when they are struggling. The learning centers will give
children an opportunity to experience and understand the Latino
culture.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

and salsa out on the table, each in
a bowl.

Enjoy Chips and Salsa

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Greg and Sue and LUCHA. Give
guidance as needed to help the
preschoolers learn as they play.

Items needed: jar of mild salsa; napkins
or plates; tortilla chips; bowl for chips;
bowl for salsa; RK 15: Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it. Have the chips
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2. Say: Hector moved to the United
States from Mexico and he loves
to share chips and salsa with his
friends at college. Today we will
hear a special story about Hector
going to college.
3. We are going to share chips
and salsa with each other, just
like Hector shared them with his
friends.
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4. Before everyone eats their
snack, say of prayer of thanks for
the food. Use the Bible thought,
God gives food to us (Ps. 136: 25).

English because they speak and
understand Spanish. So we are
going to learn a few words in
Spanish.

5. Let the children taste the chips
and salsa and share about when
they have had chips and salsa
before.

3. Guide the children to take turns
throwing the beanbag on one of
the four colors.

Draw What You Want
to Be
Items needed: paper; markers or
crayons

1. Before the session, set out paper
and markers or crayons on the
table.
2. Say: What would you like to
be when you grow up? Hector
wanted to go to college to become
a medical translator. He wanted
to help people understand English
when they go to the doctor.
3. Guide the preschoolers to draw
a picture of what they want to be
when they grow up.
4. Let the children tell you about
their pictures.

Learn a Few Words in
Spanish
Items needed: copy of RK 1: Spanish
Numbers and Colors; beanbag; masking
tape

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 1 and cut out the four colors.
Using masking tape, place them on
the floor.
2. Say: Greg and Sue are field
personnel who work with people
who have moved to the United
States from another country. They
help them learn how to speak

4. Let them tell you the name of
the color in English and you tell
them what it is in Spanish. Let
them tell you what the number is
in English and you tell them what
it is in Spanish.
5. Let everyone have a turn and
then review the colors and words
with them.

Play Soccer Ball
Guess
Items needed: pillowcase; tennis ball;
golf ball; baseball; soccer ball

1. Before the session, place all of
the balls in the pillowcase.
2. Instruct one preschooler to close
his or her eyes and reach into the
pillowcase. Ask the child to guess
what kind of ball they are holding.
3. Let each child have a turn to
guess. Then pull all the balls out of
the pillowcase.
4. Say: Tell me what sport each
ball is used for. In our story today
we are going to hear about a sport
that Hector loved to play and it
helped him go to college. Can you
guess which sport it is?
5. Pray: Thank you, God, that
Hector could afford to go to college
because he played soccer, and
received a scholarship.
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Make a Help One
Another Mural
Items needed: white butcher paper;
crayons and/or markers

1. Before the session, cover a table
with the butcher paper and set out
the crayons and/or markers. Write
across the top of the paper, “We
can help one another.”
2. Use the Bible thought, Help
one another (Gal. 5:13). Say: The
Bible tells us to help one another.
The apostle Paul helped the people
in Colossae. He helped them and
prayed for them. Greg and Sue
Smith are helping people who
move to the United States from
another country. Today we will
hear how they helped Hector go to
college. What are some ways you
can help someone?
3. Guide the preschoolers to draw
pictures on the paper of ways they
can help.
4. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer, thanking God for Greg
and Sue Smith who help people
through the ministry of LUCHA.

Make and Shake
Maracas
Items needed: TH: Marvelous Maracas;
eight-ounce empty water bottles (two per
child); two empty toilet paper rolls per
child; colored electrical tape; dried beans;
uncooked rice

1. Before the session, set out the
water bottles and toilet paper rolls.
Have beans and rice ready to pour
into the water bottles. Pre-cut some
electrical tape.
2. Say: In our story today we will
meet Hector and hear about how
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he moved to the United States from
Mexico. In Mexico people love to
make music with maracas. We are
going to make and shake maracas.

5. Now you are ready to shake
your maracas! Make some music!

3. Help preschoolers fill the water
bottles, one with beans and the
other with rice. They will have
different sounds with the different
fillings. Put the lid on the bottle
and be sure it is secure.
4. Next you will need to help the
preschoolers make a handle. Take
your toilet paper rolls and make
a straight cut from one end to the
other. Tighten the roll in on itself
and fit it over the cap of the water
bottle. Then apply the electrical
tape. Wrap the tape around the
toilet paper roll on the cap and
continue down to the bottom of
the roll. Cover all the cardboard to
create a sturdy handle.

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you shake the maracas, it’s time to
join you for Large Group Time. Go
to each learning center and begin
shaking the maracas, inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
5: Greg and Sue Smith and prepare
to show TH: October Video.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning about Greg and Sue Smith and
their work with LUCHA ministries in Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Show
RK 5: Greg and Sue Smith.) They help people who speak Spanish who
move to the United States from other countries. Today we will hear about
Hector, who needed help to be able to go to college.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about Hector in the learning
centers?
3. Remind the children that moving to a new country is not easy. Ask if
they want to share about a time their family moved to a new place.
4. Show TH: October Video, an animated video which provides an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
5. Tell the story, “Restoring Hope in the Midst of Struggle.”
6. Ask: Do you like to play soccer? Say: Hector does and Greg and Sue
helped him to learn how he could go to college by playing soccer. The
apostle Paul helped the people of Colossae when they had struggles. Ask:
Do you think you could help someone when they need help?
7. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for the apostle Paul who
helped people and for Greg and Sue who helped Hector.

COOPERATIVE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP		 8
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we were introduced
to Greg and Sue and their work
with LUCHA Ministries. We heard a
story about how they helped Hector
find a way to go to college.

Restoring Hope in the
Midst of Struggle
Hector jumped out of bed and put on his soccer uniform.
“I can’t wait to get to the soccer field and play this very
important game,” he told his mom. Hector’s mom was excited
too, because some important people from the college would
see Hector play today. This is the game that could help Hector
earn a scholarship to college. “Good morning!” called Greg
and Sue Smith, when they arrived at the soccer field. They
had been helping Hector with his struggle to get to college,
and they were excited for Hector to play this important game.
Hector’s parents and whole family sat with Greg and Sue in
the stands to watch the game. Before the game started, Greg
shared a short story from the Bible with Hector and his family.

2. We heard the Bible thought, Help
one another (Gal. 5:13). The apostle
Paul helped the people of Colossae
when they were struggling. Greg
and Sue helped Hector when he
was struggling.
3. Ask: What are ways we can help
one another? What can we do at
home? What can we do at school?
What could we do at church?
4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

Greg reminded them that the apostle Paul also struggled to
help people who were in need in the city of Colossae. He
wanted to encourage the Colossians and give them hope.
Sue said, “We want to give Hector hope so that he can see
his dream of going to college come true.” The apostle Paul
prayed for and shared God’s love with the people who were
struggling in Colossae. Greg and Sue, through the ministry of
LUCHA also want to encourage, pray for, and share God’s love
with the Latino community in Fredericksburg.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. Is there a preschooler in your
class who hasn’t been in a while
that you could contact this week?

Everyone was so excited when Hector’s team won the game!
He asked, “Do you think I might get the scholarship for
college?” Both Greg and Sue said, “We hope and pray so!”
Hector went home encouraged and hopeful. The next week,
Hector called Greg and Sue with some exciting news. “Guess
what? I got a letter in the mail today and I got the scholarship!
I am going to Bluefield College and I will be able to play
soccer there.” Everyone was so glad to hear such encouraging
and hopeful news.
Hector remembered the story about the apostle Paul helping
the people of Colossae when they were struggling. He thought,
“Greg and Sue and LUCHA Ministries are like the apostle Paul.
They helped me when I was struggling with my dream to go
to college.” They helped me see how playing futbol (or soccer)
could help me go to college. Hector and his family prayed and
thanked God for providing hope, love, and answered prayers
so he could see his dream of going to college come true.
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SESSION

2

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Cinco Panes
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Locate TH: Cinco Panes Y Dos Peces.
• Gather RK 2: Latino Foods, RK 5: Greg and Sue Smith, and RK 6:
Anita and Rocio.
• Obtain a children’s Bible storybook to share the story of Jesus
feeding the 5,000.
• Ask children and leaders to bring cans of food – beans, vegetables,
and fruit for Blocks and Puzzles. The cans can be donated to your
locate food bank.
• Read the mission story and be able to tell it comfortably.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to the work of Cinco Panes [SINK oh PAN ehs]. They will learn how
difficult it can be for many immigrant families to find jobs so they can
provide food for their families. LUCHA Ministries coordinates Hunger
Relief Services for needy families at no cost to the recipients.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

Learning
Centers

4 tablespoons butter
Makes 4 quesadillas

Make Quesadillas

Help the preschoolers make
connections between the center
activities and the ministry of Cinco
Panes. This is a food pantry and
food distribution program LUCHA
Ministries provides. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: recipe ingredients; plates;
electric skillet; spatula; RK 15: Allergy
Alert

Recipe Ingredients:
4 (10 inch) flour tortillas
1 cup grated Mexican blend cheese
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1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it. Have all the
ingredients ready. Place one tortilla
on each plate.
2. Guide the preschoolers to
sprinkle some of the cheese on one
half of each tortilla. Try not to get
it too close to the edge. Fold the
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tortilla in half over the cheese to
make a half-moon.
3. Warm the electric skillet over
low heat and add one tablespoon
of butter. Add the tortilla to the
skillet and cook until it is lightly
brown, about two minutes. Using
a spatula, gently life the edge so
you can check. When one side is
brown, turn the tortilla over and
cook the other side until brown
and the cheese is all gooey. Use
a spatula to transfer to individual
plates.
4. Thank God for the food and
the ministry of Cinco Panes. Let
the preschoolers enjoy eating the
quesadillas.
5. Say: Many families are given
cornmeal and flour from the food
bank of Cinco Panes, so that they
can make tortillas. Cinco Panes
means five loaves of bread, just
like in the story of Jesus feeding
the 5,000 from five loaves and two
fish.

Create a Collage
Items needed: paper plates; RK 2: Latino
Foods; pictures of Latino foods; glue

1. Before the session, find pictures
of Latino foods (rice, beans,
tortilla chips, salsa, burritos)
from magazines or restaurant
advertisements. Gather RK 2:
Latino Foods for some additional
pictures.
2. Say: When people come to
Cinco Panes food pantry, they
receive food they like to eat and
cook from the Latino culture. They
receive beans, rice, cornmeal, and
flour.

3. Give each preschooler a paper
plate and guide them to create a
collage of Latino foods.
4. Use the Bible thought, God gives
food to us (Ps. 136: 25). Say: You
have all created beautiful collages
to take home and share the story of
Cinco Panes with your families.

Stack and Sort the
Cans

3. Let preschoolers take turns
filling and dumping.
4. Say: Thank you, God, for all
the people who help at the Cinco
Panes food pantry.

Items needed: variety of cans of food

1. Before the session, gather the
cans of food.
2. Say: In our story today we will
learn about the Cinco Panes [SINK
oh PAN ehs] food pantry. Thank
you for bringing cans of food that
we can give to our local food bank.
It is good to help people who are
hungry to have food to eat. That
is what Cinco Panes does and that
is what you are doing when you
bring cans of food for our food
bank.
3. Guide the children to take turns
stacking and sorting the cans of
food.
4. Pray with the preschoolers and
thank God for good food. Use the
Bible thought, We give thanks to
God (Col. 1: 3).

Fill and Dump
Items needed: large plastic tub; dried
beans and or uncooked rice; measuring
cups

1. Before the session, fill the
plastic tub with beans and/or rice.
Set out the measuring cups beside
the tub.
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2. Say: We are learning about the
Cinco Panes food pantry. The food
pantry has lots of big bags of beans
and rice. The people who help at
the food bank fill individual bags
full of rice and also bags full of
beans, to give to the people who
come to the food bank. You can
use the measuring cups to fill and
dump the beans and rice in the
tub.

|

Read a Special Story
Items needed: children’s Bible open
to the story of Jesus feeding the 5,000;
small ball or beanbag

1. Say: Today we are going to hear
a special story about Jesus and
people who were hungry. Do you
ever get hungry? I do too! Let’s
listen to our story. Tell the story
from the children’s storybook
Bible.
2. Gather the preschoolers in a
circle to play a game to review the
story. Use a small ball or beanbag
and toss it to a child. Ask: Who
was someone in our story? When
he or she answers, they get to pass
the ball to someone. Ask: How
many people were in our story?
After the child answers then he
or she passes the ball to another
child. Ask: How many loaves of
bread did the boy in the story give
to Jesus? Ask: How many fish did
the boy give to Jesus? Ask: How
many baskets of food were left
over? Continue around the circle
until everyone has a turn.
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3. Jesus helped people who were
hungry. LUCHA Ministries’ Cinco
Panes food program helps people
who are hungry, too.
4. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer, thanking God for good food
and the people who help at Cinco
Panes.

Listen to a Song in
Spanish
Items needed: TH: Cinco Panes Y Dos
Peces; computer or other device

loaves and two fish.” Spanish is the
language of the Latino community
in Fredericksburg, Virginia.
3. Show the video “Cinco Panes Y
Dos Peces.”
4. Ask: Could you understand the
words they were singing? How did
that make you feel? Many of the
people who go to Cinco Panes food
pantry do not understand English
but they speak Spanish. LUCHA
Ministries helps people begin to
understand English.
5. Pray and thank God for people
who help people who don’t
understand our language.

1. Before the session, locate and
preview TH: Cinco Panes Y Dos
Peces.
2. Say: We are going to listen and
watch a song sung in Spanish. This
is a song about the Bible story you
heard. The song title means “five

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you say “cinco panes,” it’s time to
join you for Large Group Time. Go
to each learning center and begin
saying “cinco panes,” inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
5: Greg and Sue Smith and RK 6:
Anita and Rocio.

Large Group Time
1. Say: In this unit we are learning about Greg and Sue Smith and their
work with LUCHA Ministries in Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Show RK 5:
Greg and Sue.) They help people who move to the United States from
other countries where people speak Spanish. Today we will hear a story
about how they provide food for hungry people at the Cinco Panes [SINK
oh PAN ehs] food program.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about Cinco Panes in the
learning centers?
3. Say: Now let’s hear about how two sisters helped at Cinco Panes.
4. Tell the story, “Cinco Panes.”
5. Say: Anita and Rocio used to go to Cinco Panes for help with food.
Now they are helping at Cinco Panes so others can have food. You helped
people when you brought canned foods for us to give to the food bank.
Thank you for helping people who are hungry.
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for all the people who
help and all those who are helped at Cinco Panes.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we learned about the
ministry of Cinco Panes. We heard
a story about how people help
other people have enough food to
eat. We can also help people who
are hungry when we give food or
money to hunger programs.

Cinco Panes
Anita and her sister Rocio woke up early and got dressed.
Anita said to Rocio, “I am so excited about helping at Cinco
Panes today, aren’t you?” “I can’t wait to help, just like other
people helped us when we needed food,” said Rocio. Anita
and Rocio’s mom Rosa had taken them a few years ago to
Cinco Panes food pantry. Rosa was struggling to find a job
after they moved to the United States. Rosa did not have
enough money to buy food for her family.

2. We heard the story of how Jesus
helped people who were hungry. A
young boy gave Jesus all the food
he had and Jesus thanked him and
used it to feed 5,000 people.

“Do you know what I like best about Cinco Panes?” asked
Anita. “No, what do you like best?” answered Rocio. “I like
that they have the foods that we know how to cook and like
to eat,” said Anita. Rocio agreed. She really liked that too.
Cinco Panes ministries works hard to provide Latino-friendly
foods. They always have rice, beans, and cornmeal for making
tortillas.

3. Say: When you leave today, take
your collage and share the story of
Cinco Panes or Jesus feeding the
5,000 with your family.
4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

Today is a big day for Anita and Rocio. It is their first day to
work at Cinco Panes. When they finish, they are going to help
their mom cook dinner for their family and neighbors. Sharing
a meal in the Latino culture is an event. It is a very special
time to be with friends and family and enjoy each other.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. Is there a preschooler in your
class who might have been sick?
Perhaps you could send him or her
a card this week.

Anita and Rocio worked hard at Cinco Panes. They counted
bags of rice and beans and put them in large bins. They sorted
the fresh fruits and vegetables and stacked the canned foods
in rows. They helped give out bags of groceries to those in
need. They remembered the times they had been given a
bag of food. They were so happy to help others just like they
had been helped. Their mom was happy to see them helping
others and she was so glad they could give back to the
ministry of Cinco Panes.
As they were leaving, they saw Greg and Sue Smith. Sue asked
the girls, “How did you like helping today?” Rocio answered,
“We loved helping and we will be back next week to help
again.” Anita said, “One day, when I’m a mom, I want to
always make time to teach my kids to help other people, like
our mom has taught us.”
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SESSION

3

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Building Bridges of
Hope
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Locate TH: Owl Envelope Puppet and TH: “Are You Sleeping?”
Instrumental Music.
• Gather RK 3: “See the Owl” Lyrics, RK 1: Spanish Words and
Numbers, and RK 7: Jonathan and Noemi.
• Gather the supplies you will need for each learning center.
• Locate a few preschool books about owls. See TH: Owl Book
Suggestions.
• Read the mission story and be able to tell it comfortably.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will learn about
the work of LUCHA Ministries’ “Bridges of Hope” program, an afterschool tutoring program, a summer activities program, and a literacy
club for parents and children. Through the story of Noemi and her son
Jonathan, we will discover how the literacy club works. Each week, a
child, a parent, and a bilingual language coach meet together to read
fun books in Spanish and English.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

Learning
Centers

Read in a Nook

Help the preschoolers make
connections between the center
activities and the ministry of
Bridges of Hope. We will hear the
story of a mother and son who
helped each other learn to read in
the literacy club. Give guidance as
needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: pillows; blankets; several
books

1. Before the session, create a
corner nook for a reading area in
the Homeliving space. You could
even use a blanket or a sheet to
make a tent by covering a table.
Fill the nook with pillows, blankets
and books.
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2. Guide the preschoolers to take
turns enjoy the reading nook.
Maybe let two or three children in
at a time, depending on how big
your nook is.
3. Ask: How did you like reading
in the nook? Tell me about your
book? Let the children take turns
telling you about their experience.
4. Say: In our story today, we will
hear about a mom and son who
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read together. Do you read with
your mom and dad?

Make an Owl
Envelope Puppet
Items needed: #10 envelopes;
construction paper; markers; crayons;
scissors; glue; googly eyes; TH: Envelope
Owl Puppet

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Envelope Owl Puppet. Cut the
envelopes in half and cut out two
half circles per child and one beak
per child.
2. Say: Today in our story we will
hear about Jonathan, who went to
a special club each week with his
mom to learn to read. His favorite
book was about an owl. So we are
going to make owl puppets.
3. Guide the preschoolers to color
the envelope. Glue the two half
circles for the wings. Glue the beak
with a googly eye on both sides
of the beak. You can help them
draw squiggly feather markings on
the wings and in the center of the
envelope between the wings.

in both English and Spanish. Are
you ready to play?
3. Use RK 1 to give instructions to
the preschoolers on what to find in
the room.

Read a Book about an
Owl

4. Say: In our story today,
Jonathan and his mom read a book
in both English and Spanish.

Items needed: TH: Owl Book
Suggestions, or find books in the library

Spell Your Name
Items needed: adhesive foam letters;
cardstock

2. Say: We are learning about
Bridges of Hope literacy club.
This is a place where parents
and children go together to learn
to read and write. Many of the
parents only speak Spanish and
many of the children speak English
and are learning Spanish. So they
read a book together. The mom
reads it in Spanish and her child
reads it in English. To learn to read
words, you need to learn about
letters and what sounds they make.
3. Let preschoolers explore the
letters and the sounds they make.

What Can You Find?

5. Give each preschooler a piece
of cardstock and let them stick
the letters of their name on the
cardstock.

Items needed: RK 1: Spanish Words and
Numbers

2. Let the preschoolers choose
which book they want to read.
Read the book to them.

1. Before the session, set out a
piece of cardstock for each child
and lay out the foam letters.

4. Say: Bring your puppet to Music
and Movement and we will use
them to sing a song.

1. Say: Today we are going to
hear a story about Jonathan and
his mom Noemi reading together.
Jonathan loved to read about owls.
So we are going to look at and read
a book about an owl.

3. Say: What did you like best
about that book? We can learn so
much when we read. Bridges of
Hope literacy club wants everyone
to learn to read and write. Greg
and Sue at LUCHA Ministries are
providing ways for people who
speak another language to learn
English. Learning English helps
people to live much easier in the
United States.
4. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer, thanking God for the
literacy club at Bridges of Hope
and all the people who are helping
people learn to read and write in
both English and Spanish.

4. Say: Can you find the letters in
your name?

Items needed: RK 3: “See the Owl”
Lyrics; TH: “Are You Sleeping?”
Instrumental Music; computer or other
device

1. Before the session, locate the
following in the room: one blue
thing, two red things, three green
things, and four yellow things.

1. Before the session, locate and
preview TH: “Are You Sleeping?”
Instrumental Music. Prepare to
play the music as you sing the
words found on RK 3.

2. Say: We are going to play a
game. I will tell you what you need
to find in the room. I will tell you
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2. Say: Can you sing the song
“Are You Sleeping?” We are going
to learn a song about an owl that
sounds like “Are You Sleeping?”
Our story today is about Jonathan
and his mom Noemi who read a
book about an owl together in both
English and Spanish.

Owl.” Their owls can fly high and
soar in the air.

3. Play TH: “Are You Sleeping?”
Instrumental Music. First lead the
children to sing the words to “Are
You Sleeping?” After you sing it a
few times, change the words to the
lyrics of “See the Owl.” Now sing it
a few times with the lyrics to “See
the Owl.”
4. Ask: Would you like to sing
“See the Owl” with your owl
puppets?
5. Guide the preschoolers to use
their puppets to sing “See the

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you sing “See the Owl,” it’s time to
join you for Large Group Time. Go
to each learning center and begin
singing “See the Owl,” inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
5: Greg and Sue Smith and RK 7:
Jonathan and Noemi.

Large Group Time
1. Say: In this unit we are learning about Greg and Sue Smith and their
work with LUCHA Ministries in Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Show RK 5:
Greg and Sue.) They help people who move to the United States from
other countries where people speak Spanish. Today we are learning about
Bridges of Hope, another program from LUCHA Ministries. This is an after
school program, a summer activity program, and a literacy club. Many
children are born in the United States and grow up speaking English,
but their parents came to the United States as adults and speak limited
English.
2. Say: Bridges of Hope ministry decided to combine the parents’ need to
improve English with the students’ need to read aloud and improve their
reading. Each week, a child, a parent, and a language coach meet together
to read books aloud in both English and Spanish.
3. Say: Now let’s hear a story about Bridges of Hope Literacy Club.
4. Tell the story, “Bridges of Hope.”
5. Ask: Do you like to read with your family? Say: I am so glad Jonathan
and Noemi have a literacy club to go to so they can read together in
English and Spanish.
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for all the people who
help people to read and write at the Bridges of Hope literacy club.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we learned about the
ministry of Bridges of Hope. Show
RK 7: Jonathan and Noemi.

Bridges of Hope
Jonathan ran home from school. He was excited because
it was the day he and his mom would go to Bridges of
Hope literary club. Jonathan and his mom Noemi live in
the Sylvania Heights neighborhood in Fredericksburg. They
moved there from Honduras, a country where people speak
Spanish. It was very difficult at first because Noemi and
Jonathan did not speak English. Jonathan is learning English
at school but Noemi is still trying to learn on her own. Then
they heard about an after-school program called Bridges of
Hope in their neighborhood. They went to the program and
met Greg and Sue Smith from LUCHA Ministries. The Smiths
invited them to join the literacy club for parents and children.

2. We heard the story of Jonathan
and his mom Noemi reading at the
literacy club at Bridges of Hope.
This program helps parents and
children learn to read and write
in English and Spanish. This helps
families understand the people and
the place they live in.
3. Say: If you know someone who
doesn’t understand your language,
how do you think you could help
them? Let’s pray for the people who
go to the literacy club at Bridges
of Hope. Pray that they can learn
to read and write and enjoy stories
together.

Jonathan burst through the door at his home and told his
mom it was time to go to Bridges of Hope. “Hurry!” Jonathan
said. “I want to see what fun books we will get to read today.”
His mom answered, “Me too! I wonder what book we will
read together today? Let’s go and find out!”

4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

At the literacy club, a parent and child read a book together
with the help of a language coach. Jonathan and Noemi love
spending the afternoon with their coach, Juanita. When
Jonathan and his mom arrived at Bridges of Hope, their coach
was waiting for them. “Hello, Juanita,” shouted Jonathan.
“Hola,” said Noemi. “I am so glad to see you both today. We
have a very fun book for you!” said Juanita. “What kind of
book is it?” questioned Jonathan. “It is a book about a special
owl,” answered Juanita.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. Say a prayer for all the families
represented in your class today.

“Jonathan, you will read the book in English and Noemi, you
will read it in Spanish. Are you ready?” asked Juanita. “We are
ready!” said Jonathan, with excitement. They began to read
about an owl named Sam. Noemi said, “In Spanish an owl is
called a ‘buhos.’ We used to see and hear them on our farm
back in Honduras.” She asked, “Do you remember our farm,
Jonathan?” “A little, but will you tell me more about it?” asked
Jonathan. Juanita wanted to hear about it, too.
Noemi, Jonathan, and Juanita finished the book and spent the
rest of the afternoon talking about the farm in Honduras and
their life in Fredericksburg. As they were leaving, Jonathan
waved goodbye and said to Juanita, “See you next week!
Thank you for reading the owl book with us.”
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SESSION

4

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

The Blue Backpack
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Locate TH: Easy Shapes School Bus, TH: Berenstain Bears, and TH:
“Wheels on the Bus.”
• Gather RK 4: “Wheels on the Bus” Lyrics and RK 5: Greg and Sue
Smith.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Gather the supplies you will need for each learning center.
• Read the mission story and be able to tell it comfortably.
• Locate a blue backpack to use when you tell the mission story.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will learn about
the work of LUCHA Ministries’ school supply distribution program.
In order to succeed in education, students need to have the school
supplies to do their job in school. LUCHA fills the school supply lists
for children in the families that they work with. This ministry also is
sensitive to the types of school supplies they give the children. They
give them supplies that are cool and fit in with all the other children.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

Learning
Centers

2. Ask: Do you like to have a
snack at school?

Taste Trail Mix

Help the preschoolers make
connections between the center
activities and the importance of the
school supply distribution program.
We will hear the story of David and
his blue backpack and how much
it meant to him. Give guidance as
needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: bowl; pretzels; raisins;
fish-shaped crackers; marshmallows;
cups; spoon

1. Before the session, locate RK 15:
Allergy Alert and display where
parents can see it. Set out all the
ingredients for the trail mix.
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3. Say: In our story today we will
hear about David and the blue
backpack. He was getting ready to
go back to school and he needed
supplies. Do you think he might
have liked to take a trail mix snack
to school?
4. Guide the children to make
the trail mix. Have them put the
ingredients in the bowl and take
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turns stirring it together. Give each
preschooler a cup of trail mix for a
snack.

3. Guide preschoolers to put the
supplies in a backpack so they are
packed and ready to go to school.

5. Pray and thank God for your
food. Enjoy your trail mix snack.

4. Say: In our story today, David
received a blue backpack and
school supplies from Bridges of
Hope school supply distribution
program. It really helped him get
ready to return to school after
summer vacation.

Design a School Bus
Items needed: yellow, black, and white
construction paper; glue sticks; TH: Easy
Shapes School Bus

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Easy Shapes School Bus and cut
the shapes for the preschoolers. Set
out the white construction paper
for each child.
2. Say: Today in our story we will
hear about David and his blue
backpack. David was getting ready
to go back to school and he needed
some supplies. David rides the
school bus to get to school every
day. Do you or your brother or
sister ride the school bus?
3. Guide the preschoolers to glue
the shapes on the paper to create
a school bus. As they are working,
talk about the different shapes and
colors.
4. Say: Thank you, God, for Greg
and Sue and LUCHA Ministries,
who help provide school supplies
to children in need.

Pack a Backpack
Items needed: backpack; school supplies

1. Before the session, gather a
backpack or two and a variety of
school supplies.

Items needed: TH: Berenstain Bears or
Berenstain Bears Go to Sunday School (in
English and Spanish)

5. Use the Bible thought, God is
with you in everything you do (Gen.
21:22). Say: God is with you when
you go back to school. God is with
you always!

Ride the School
Bus
Items needed: chairs (at least one per
child)

1. Before the session, set up the
chairs in two rows side by side
with an even number to look like
a bus.
2. Say: We are learning about
LUCHA Ministries’ school supply
program. It is important for a
child to have all the supplies they
need to start the school year. This
program helps every child who has
a need.
3. Let preschoolers sit down in the
“bus.”
4. Say: Let’s use our imaginations
and ride the bus to school. David
in our story rode the bus to school.
5. Let the children switch seats on
the bus and ride again. Let them
take turns being the bus driver.

2. Say: Do you like to take a
backpack to school? What kinds
of things do you put in your
backpack?
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Read a Book about
Going to Sunday
School
1. Before the session, locate
Berenstain Bears Go to Sunday
School. This book is available
in both English and Spanish. If
the book is not available, locate
TH: Berenstain Bears for a video
reading of the book in English.
2. Say: Last week we learned
about the literacy club at Bridges
of Hope that helps parents and
children learn to read and write in
English and Spanish. This week we
will hear a story about David who
was helped by the school supply
program to have a backpack and
supplies to go to school. When
David goes to school, he will read
books that are in English and some
that are in Spanish.
3. Let the preschoolers look at
the two books, one in English and
one in Spanish. Read the book in
English to them.
4. Say: What did you like best
about that book? We can learn so
much when we read. Bridges of
Hope school supply program wants
everyone to have what they need
to go to school and learn to read
and write. Greg and Sue at LUCHA
Ministries are providing ways to
help children go to school and
learn.
5. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer, thanking God for the school
supplies that are provided for
children like David.
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Sing “Wheels on the
Bus”

4. Thank God for LUCHA
Ministries and all the children they
help.

Items needed: RK 4: “Wheels on the
Bus” Lyrics; TH: “Wheels on the Bus;”
computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: “Wheels on
the Bus.” Gather RK 4: "Wheels on
the Bus" Lyrics.
2. Say: In the nature center we
took a ride on a school bus. Now
we are going to sing about riding
on a school bus. David and the
children in his neighborhood ride
the bus to school.
3. Show TH: “Wheels on the Bus.”
The children can sing and make
motions to go with the song.

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you say “blue backpack,” it’s time
to join you for Large Group Time.
Go to each learning center and
begin saying “blue backpack,”
inviting the preschoolers to follow
you to Large Group Time. When
everyone has joined the group,
thank them for cleaning up the
centers. Bring RK 5: Greg and Sue
Smith and a blue backpack to
Large Group Time.

Large Group Time
1. Say: In this unit we are learning about Greg and Sue Smith and their
work with LUCHA Ministries in Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Show RK 5:
Greg and Sue Smith.) They help children have all the supplies they need
to start school every year.
2. Ask: Do you take a backpack to school? We are going to hear a story
about a boy named David who didn’t have a backpack for school. We
will hear how LUCHA Ministries’ school supply program helped him have
everything he needed for school, including a blue backpack.
3. Say: Many Latino immigrant children in Fredericksburg do not have
the supplies they need for school or they have hand me down supplies.
Sometimes other children will tease them. LUCHA Ministries wants
children to have a good experience at school and to have all the supplies
they need.
4. Tell the story, “The Blue Backpack.”
5. Thank God for all the people who provide school supplies for the
children ministered to by LUCHA Ministries.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we learned about
the school supply distribution
program of LUCHA Ministries.
Show RK 5: Greg and Sue Smith.
During this unit we have learned
about Greg and Sue Smith and the
ways they minister to and help the
immigrant Latino community in
Fredericksburg, Virginia.

The Blue Backpack
David loves going to the summer program that LUCHA
Ministries provides in his neighborhood. He really likes the
days when they all go swimming! Summer can be a little
boring, especially when your parents are working. So the
summer program helps David really enjoy his summer. But it
is August and school will start next week and he is concerned
that he won’t have a backpack or any supplies to take to
school. He knows if he doesn’t have these things, the other
children will make fun of him and laugh at him.

2. We heard the story of David
and the blue backpack. David just
needed someone to listen and
understand his need. Now he can
go to school with confidence and
have the best start he can have.

“Hi, David,” said Sue from LUCHA Ministries. “You seem a
little sad today, do you not want to go swimming?” “I want to
go swimming, I am just a little scared about going to school
next week,” said David. “Oh, I am sorry you are scared. Is
there anything you need that I can help you with?” asked Sue.
David answered, “Well, I just don’t know how I am going to
be able to get school supplies and a backpack for school next
week. My mom is working hard but she just doesn’t have any
extra money for supplies.” “I think I might be able to help you.
When you finish swimming come to the LUCHA office and I
will meet you there and see what we can do,” said Sue.

3. Say: You may have children
at your school or in your
neighborhood who need someone
to be kind to them. You could smile
at them and maybe share your
school supplies with them. If you
know someone who doesn’t speak
the language very well, let them
know it is ok. Don’t laugh at them
or make fun of them. These are
ways you can help children in your
community who may be here from
another country.

Sue had heard that David had been bullied at school, so
she was careful to pick out school supplies that would be
good for him. David arrived and was so excited to see all the
school supplies ready for him. “Thank you! I so need all these
supplies,” said David. Sue said, ”Would you like a backpack?”
David’s eyes got wide as he looked around and saw a blue
backpack. “I do love this one, it’s different!” said David.
“Great! That backpack is for you,” said Sue. “Thank you so
much! I can’t wait to go to school next week,” said David.

4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the unit. What went well and
what can be improved for the next
unit? Read the first session of the
next unit and set aside the items
you will need. Reflect on today’s
lesson and find a way to make it
a part of your life. Contact any
children who missed the unit and
let them know they were missed.
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UNIT

2

Theme: Romany Road
Trip

People focus: Dianne and
Shane McNary

Ministry focus: Romany
people in Slovakia and
Czech Republic

Scripture focus: Psalm

INFO BANK

100

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
information about this
unit.

Romany Road
Trip
by

Robbie Jones

How do you identify yourself? Many of us would begin by saying that
we are Christians. We bear God’s image. We are unique, special, and
important. We often take these truths for granted. There are groups
of people who are
intentionally and
systematically told that
they do not matter to
society.
The Roma people
group, often called
“gypsies” by other
people, are often pushed
out of communities and
told that they do not have
value. The term “gypsy,”
Dianne and Shane McNary, CBF field personnel,
is an external name for
minister with local leaders in Slovakia and Czech
this group of people, not
Republic to share God’s love with the Roma people.
a name that they use for
themselves. This term is
historically inaccurate
because the Roma did not
originate in Egypt, where the term “gypsy” is derived. Instead, research
shows that the Roma came from India. They were thought to be part of
the lowest “caste” in India, which may be why they migrated to Europe.
When translated to Slovak, “gypsy” (cigany) means “liar” or “thief.” The
Roma, the largest minority population in Europe, face discrimination in all
aspects of life. They are often driven to the outskirts of society, where they
gather with their families and Roma community.
Interacting with Roma is a balancing act. Dianne and Shane McNary,
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship field personnel, minister among the Roma
people in Slovakia and Czech Republic. They learned quickly that what
you say and how you say it is vital to communicating effectively with
the Roma. For example, saying, “Sorry, but I do not speak Slovak,” is
not received well. Whereas, saying, “My Slovak is weak,” is welcomed
with encouragement. It shows willingness to learn about and from the
Roma. The message is not confined to the spoken or written word, but is
conveyed through relationship.
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Other Sources of
Information

The McNarys work in Decin, Czech Republic, Cinobana, Slovakia,
and Vazec, Slovakia. In Decin, they work with several local churches
and individuals to provide support for a new church start. In
Cinobana, they support local believers as they minister to the
community through a community center that houses weekly Bible
studies, study help for children, children’s Sunday School, and
weekly women’s meetings. In Vazec, the McNarys partner with
Jekh Drom (“One Way”). It is a community organization run by all
Slovakian leadership. Jekh Drom runs a community center, which is
an asset to the entire community, Roma and non-Roma alike. Jekh
Drom, with the help of mission teams and groups of volunteers,
teaches English in the local school and provides activities for
children in the village.
Psalm 100, while a Thanksgiving text for us, resonates with
the McNarys’ ministry in a region that does not have an official
holiday for Thanksgiving. Because the Roma have been ignored
and marginalized for so long, it is hard for them to believe that
they are image bearers of God. Therefore, the McNarys hold that
as a foundational truth of their ministry. They try to communicate
loving, non-judgmental acceptance when building relationships
with the Roma. This relational piece matters much more to the
Roma than any spatial identification. When interacting with the
Slovak and Czech people, they also convey the idea that the image
of God can and must be seen in the Romani people.
The McNarys partner with the people of Slovakia and Czech
Republic to reach out and make a difference in the lives of the Roma
people.

1. Visit www.cbf.net/mcnary for an
introduction to Dianne and Shane
McNary.
2. Check out www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dRgXwpqjj3E for an interview
with Dianne and Shane McNary.
3. Visit www.mcnaryministry.blogspot.
com for a blog written by Dianne and
Shane.
4. Go to www.ashleighbugg.wordpress.
com/category/romani-people-of-slovakia
to read a blog by Student.Go intern
Ashleigh Bugg, who served with the
McNarys in Slovakia.
5. See TH: More Background
Information for links to web sites about
the McNarys and about the Roma
people.
6. Go to www.cbf.net/teacherhelps for
more resources for this unit.

teaching/
learning aim:

Robbie Jones lives in Richmond, Virginia. She graduated from BTSR
in 2017. She taught elementary school before seminary. She loves
working with children to help them develop their faith.

In this unit, children will learn
that everyone is created by God
and bears the image of God.
Therefore, it is our responsibility
to love everyone just as God
loves them. They will hear stories
about Dianne and Shane McNary
making connections with the
Roma people in Slovakia and the
Czech Republic.

WO R D B A N K
hra [hrah]: Slovak word for game
marikla [mah rek lah]: fried, yeastless bread, a typical Roma dish
Rom: Roma married male
Romany [rah ma NEE]: people group that often live on the margins
of society because of prejudice and lack of local language; most live in
poverty and have limited opportunities for employment and education
(other forms: Roma, Romani)

Romni: Roma woman or wife
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SESSION

1

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

Meet Dianne and
Shane McNary
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: November Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Prepare recipe items.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: Slovak Song.
• Gather RK 8: Dianne and Shane McNary Book and RK 12: Dianne
and Shane McNary.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to Dianne and Shane McNary and their work with the Roma people
in Slovakia and Czech Republic. Through a glimpse into Dianne’s and
Shane’s lives, the children will learn about them and the Roma people
with whom they work. The children will learn that the foundation of
Dianne’s and Shane’s ministry is to build relationships with the Roma
so they can teach them that they are image bearers of God and that
they are loved by God and others.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

Toppings (suggested: butter, lard,
onions, bacon, kobasa
[sausage], jam, hazelnut 		
spread)

Enjoy a Roma Food

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of the
McNarys. Give guidance as needed
to help the preschoolers learn as
they play.

Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins or plates; plastic knife; RK 15:
Allergy Alert

Recipe ingredients:
8 cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons salt
1 tablespoon baking powder
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1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice.
2. Marikla is a flat bread, similar
to naan. To prepare the bread, mix
the flour, salt, and baking powder
in a large bowl. Add just enough
water to make a firm dough (not
OCT • NOV
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sticky). Divide the dough into eight
balls (or 12-16 if you want smaller
pieces). Roll out the dough on a
floured surface until about ¼-inch
thick. Cook each piece of flat bread
on a hot skillet or flat griddle for
3-4 minutes on each side. The
bread will be lightly browned
when done (similar to naan).
3. Ask: Do you have something
that you eat with almost every
meal?
4. Say: Roma people enjoy eating
bread and potatoes with almost
every meal. Dianne and Shane
enjoy sharing bread with their
friends while they talk and learn
more about each other. This bread
is called marikla. Can you say that
word?
5. Give each child a piece of bread
and help him or her add a topping
of his or her choice.
6. Before everyone eats their
bread, say a prayer of thanks for
the food.

Make a Self-Portrait
Items needed: construction paper or
cardstock; crayons or markers; stickers

1. Before the session, write,
“God made us” on each piece of
construction paper.
2. Give each child a piece of
construction paper.
3. Use the Bible thought, God
made us (Ps. 100:3).
4. Say: Through their work,
Dianne and Shane teach the Roma
people that God made them in
God’s image. We are also created
in God’s image. You are going to

draw a picture of yourself called a
self-portrait.
5. Save the self-portraits for later
in the unit.
6. Pray for Dianne and Shane
McNary as they tell people that
Jesus knows them and loves them.

Gather Firewood

notice the little lines, ridges, and
bumps on your hands? Did you
know that no two people have the
exact same handprint?
3. Have each preschooler hold out
his or her hand. Use a paintbrush
or cotton ball to dab the paint
on the hand. Make sure the
preschooler spreads out his or her
fingers. Gently press the hand onto
the construction paper.

Items needed: blocks or Legos

4. Compare handprints. Notice the
similarities and differences.

1. Before the session, hide several
blocks or Legos around the
classroom.

5. Use the Bible thought,
Everything God made was very
good (Gen. 1:31).

2. Say: Roma children help their
parents by gathering wood to build
fires for cooking. Sometimes the
children have to look carefully to
find the wood. There are some
pieces of firewood hidden around
the classroom. Let’s see if you can
find all of them. When you find a
piece, bring it over to me and put it
on the stack.

6. Pray and thank God for making
us unique just like our handprints.

3. Say: The children do not have
stoves in their homes, so they must
gather wood to build fires so their
families can cook and keep warm.
Let’s arrange our firewood to make
a cooking fire. (You may want to
do this activity before eating the
food today. That way the children
can feel like they contributed to
finding the “firewood” to start a
fire for the cooking.)
4. Pray for the children who gather
firewood every day.

Create Handprints
Items needed: paint; construction paper;
newspaper (something to cover surface
of tables)

1. Ask: Have you ever looked
closely at your hands? Do you
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Create a Book about
the McNarys
Items needed: copy of RK 8: Dianne
and Shane McNary Book for each
child; scissors; crayons; stapler or yarn;
construction paper

1. Before the session, make a
copy of RK 8: Dianne and Shane
McNary Book for each child. Cut
the construction paper into four
squares to make a front and back
cover for the books.
2. Say: Dianne and Shane live in
a country called Slovakia. They
also work in a country called
Czech Republic. They work with
a group of people called the Roma
or Romany people. We are going to
make a book about Dianne, Shane,
and the Roma people.
3. Give each child a copy of RK 8.
Tell the children to cut apart the
boxes. Help them put the pages in
order and bind the book, either by
stapling or using yarn.
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4. Give the children time to read
their books.

in a song because we know it in
our language.

5. Read the books together and say
a prayer for Dianne, Shane, and the
Roma people.

3. Show TH: Slovak Song. Watch
the video with the children and do
the motions with them.

Sing Along

4. Say: Did you know that song?
The song was sung in the Slovak
language. It is the language
that Dianne and Shane are still
learning how to speak so they
can communicate with the people
around them.

Items needed: TH: Slovak Song;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Slovak Song.
The video shows children singing,
“If You’re Happy and You Know It”
in Slovak.
2. Say: Dianne and Shane learned
a new language when they
started working with new people.
Sometimes we cannot understand
what other people are saying, but
we can understand and participate

Transition
Go to each learning center and
ask the preschoolers to begin
cleaning up. Tell them that when
they hear you begin to count down
from ten to zero, it’s time to join
you for Large Group Time. Go to
each learning center and begin
counting, inviting the preschoolers
to follow you to Large Group Time.
When everyone has joined the
group, thank them for cleaning up
the centers. Bring RK 12: Dianne
and Shane McNary and prepare to
show TH: November Video.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning a bit about Dianne and Shane
McNary, who are CBF field personnel. (Show RK 12: Dianne and Shane
McNary.) They live in Slovakia and work to help the Roma people there
know that God created them and that God loves them.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about Dianne, Shane, and the
Roma people while you were in the learning centers?
3. Show TH: November Video, an animated video which provides an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
4. Say: Now let’s hear about what a week might look like for Dianne and
Shane.
5. Tell the story, “Meet Dianne and Shane McNary.”
6. Ask: What are some things Dianne and Shane do over the course of
a week? Say: Eat breakfast, travel, preach, teach. Ask: Do you do any of
these same things in your days?
7. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for Dianne’s and Shane’s
work as they help the Roma people know that God created them and
loves them.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we were introduced
to Dianne and Shane and their
work with the Roma people. Their
work helps people know that God
made them and loves them.

Meet Dianne and Shane McNary
Dianne and Shane begin the day with a tasty breakfast in their
kitchen. After the breakfast dishes are put away, it is time for
Dianne and Shane to get to work.

2. Lead the preschoolers to sing
“God Is So Good.”

Dianne and Shane McNary are Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
field personnel who live in Slovakia. They work with the
Romany people in Slovakia and Czech Republic. The Roma
people are not always treated kindly by others. Dianne and
Shane want the people to know that God created them in
God’s image and that God loves them. They also want the
people to know that they love them and accept them as well.

God loves me so,
God loves me so,
God loves me so,
God’s so good to me.
3. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

“Click! Click! Click!” Dianne and Shane type on their
computers. Dianne answers emails from partner churches
in the U.S. and works on lessons about keeping our bodies
healthy. She will share these lessons with Roma mothers.
Shane works on sermons that he will preach in the next few
weeks. When he preaches, he will tell the Roma people that
they are created in God’s image and that God loves them.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. How can you remind others
that they are created in God’s image
and loved by God and others?

“Check, check, check!” Shane checks off items on his list as he
packs his suitcase. He will travel to several towns in Slovakia
and Czech Republic to visit and help his Roma friends. “Toot,
toot, toot,” the train whistle screams. Shane begins his
journey by train. The train takes him to the airport, where a
fast plane will zoom him over Europe.
“Hello, friends!” Shane calls as he walks out of the airport.
He is with his friends in Decin, Czech Republic. It took him
a long time to get there, but he is happy to see them. He will
preach for them and sing with them during church.
“Toot, toot, toot!” The next day, Shane is back on the train
riding to visit more friends. He is going to Vazec to help his
friends who have opened a new community center. He holds a
package with school supplies for the helpers and children.
“Hi!” he calls as he greets his friends in Vazec. The children
run and give him a hug and the adults shake his hand. He
delivers his package, spends the day in the community center,
and hops back on the train to go home.
Whew! What a busy week helping people in Slovakia and
Czech Republic know about God’s love.
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SESSION

2

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Giving Thanks to
God
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather supplies needed for learning centers: cotton balls, paper
plates, beans or aquarium rocks, and ice cube trays.
• Locate Let’s Make a Joyful Noise, by Karma Wilson.
• Locate TH: Mud Bricks, TH: Sheep Mask, and TH: Psalm Song.
• Gather RK 12: Dianne and Shane McNary.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to Psalm 100, which is perhaps one of the most well-known and
cherished Thanksgiving psalms. The McNarys say that one part of
their call to work with the Roma is to teach them that they are image
bearers of God. This psalm highlights that fact. This psalm gives us an
example of how to teach children about worshiping God.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

as possible. See how quickly you
can pick up all of the cotton balls
and put them in the basket.

Clean House

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Dianne and Shane. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: large cotton balls (or
substitute any item children can safely
manipulate)

1. Say: We are going to play a hra
(the Slovak word for game). In
Slovakia, children are expected to
help with cleaning. In this game,
you will work with your team to
try to get the room clean as quickly
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2. The children can throw the
cotton balls up in the air and clean
them up again after they have all
been collected the first time.
3. Remind preschoolers that Roma
children help with chores such as
cleaning the house, just like they
might do at home.
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4. Pray for the Roma children,
asking God to give them safe
homes in which to sleep.

Make a Musical
Instrument
Items needed: paper plates; beans
or aquarium rocks; markers; stapler;
stickers; streamers; glitter

1. Use Bible thought, Give thanks
to God and praise him (Psalm
100:4). Say: Psalm 100 tells us
to give thanks to God and praise
God. Music is one way we can
praise God. We are going to make
instruments to help us praise God.
2. Give each child two paper
plates. Allow the children to
decorate the plates with whatever
supplies you provide.
3. As children finish decorating,
place some beans or aquarium
rocks between the two plates and
staple the plates together.
4. Play music and let the children
march around and make music
with their paper plate instruments.
5. Pray, thanking God for healthy
bodies that we can use to praise
God.

Make Mud Bricks
Items needed: ice cube tray; one cup
dirt/sand; 2/3 cup water; measuring cups;
bowl; blocks; TH: Mud Bricks

3. Help preschoolers measure the
correct amounts of dirt and water.
The preschoolers can mix the
dirt and water together with their
hands. Once the water and dirt
are mixed well, help preschoolers
evenly divide the mud between
each compartment of the ice cube
tray. Have preschoolers pack down
each mini mud brick with their
thumbs. Children can remove the
bricks right away for more “wet”
bricks or let them sit awhile for
more “dry” bricks.
4. Say: Now, let’s use your
bricks to make a house. Allow
students to build a house with
blocks first, then put the mud
bricks around the house. Remind
the preschoolers to try to get the
blocks as close together as possible
so the house stays warm.

Put the masks in a spot where
they can stay to dry until the next
session.
5. Use the Bible thought, God
made us and we are his (Ps 100:3).
Read Psalm 100:3 from the Bible to
the children.
6. Allow children to pretend to be
sheep (without their masks since
they are still drying).
7. Pray, thanking God for making
us, loving us, and taking care of
us.

Read It
Items needed: Let’s Make a Joyful
Noise, by Karma Wilson

1. Say: Let’s read a book that tells
us more about Psalm 100.

5. Pray for safety for Roma
children as they gather materials in
nature.

2. Read Let’s Make a Joyful Noise
book.

Make a Sheep Mask

4. Pray, thanking God for joyful
noises.

3. Ask: What sounds are joyful
noises to you? (birds chirping,
mom’s voice, etc.)

Items needed: paper plates; cotton balls;
white construction paper; glue; scissors;
craft sticks; TH: Sheep Mask

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Sheep Mask for an example. Cut
out the center of each plate and
cut out ears for each student.

Sing Along

2. Say: Psalm 100 tells us that God
acts like a shepherd for us. Ask:
What do shepherds do?

Items needed: TH: Psalm Song;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Mud Bricks for a photo of this
activity.

3. Say: We are going to make
sheep masks to remind us that God
is our shepherd and we are God’s
sheep.

2. Say: Roma children gather wood
to help shore up or support their
homes. We are going to make some
mud bricks and build homes with
them.

4. Give each child a paper plate.
Help the children dip cotton balls
in glue and put them on the paper
plate. Once children have enough
cotton balls, attach a craft stick.
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1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Psalm Song.
2. Say: Songs help us remember
things more easily. Let’s learn a
song about our scripture passage
for this lesson.
3. Show TH: Psalm Song. Watch
the video with the children and do
the motions with them.
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4. Say: It sure is fun to learn
scripture with songs and motions!
5. Pray, thanking God for creating
us and for giving us ways to praise
God.

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you begin to make a sheep sound,
it’s time to join you for Large
Group Time. Go to each learning
center and make a sheep sound,
inviting the preschoolers to follow
you to Large Group Time. When
everyone has joined the group,
thank them for cleaning up the
centers. Bring RK 12: Dianne and
Shane McNary.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning about Psalm 100 and about Dianne
and Shane McNary. Psalm 100 is often read during Thanksgiving. (Show
RK 12: Dianne and Shane McNary.)
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about the Roma people or
Psalm 100 while you were in the learning centers?
3. Say: Let’s hear a story about Psalm 100.
4. Tell the story, “Giving Thanks to God.”
5. Ask: Why do you think we use this psalm at Thanksgiving?
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for the words of Psalm
100 which teach us more about worshiping God.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Use the Bible thoughts, God
made us and we are his (Ps. 100:3)
and We give thanks to God and
praise him (Ps. 100:4). Say: Today
we learned about Psalm 100. What
are some things for which we can
thank God?

Giving Thanks to God
The Roma children gathered around Shane as he prepared to
tell them a story. Shane said, “Did you know that people in
the United States celebrate a holiday called Thanksgiving?”
“What’s that?” the children all asked at once. “It is a day in the
month of November when people give thanks to God. There
is a passage from the Bible that many Americans read during
Thanksgiving. It is from the book of Psalms. This book is full
of poems and songs. This psalm is full of action words, so we
will get to move a lot while we read!

2. Lead the preschoolers in saying
the following poem:
Thank you for the world so
sweet.
Thank you for the food we
eat.
Thank you for the birds that
sing.
Thank you God for everything.

Shane opened his Bible to Psalm 100 and began reading,
“‘Make a joyful noise to the LORD, all the earth.’ Can you make
a joyful noise?” Shane asked. The Roma children began to
laugh and giggle. (Laugh and giggle with the children.)

3. Say: Let’s make a joyful noise
and praise God with our paper plate
instruments. Lead children in a
parade around the room. Save the
instruments for later in the unit.

“‘Worship the LORD with gladness; come into his presence
with singing.’ Show me a glad face,” Shane said. “Now, let’s
sing!” The children sang “Jesus Loves Me” in Slovak. (Sing
the first line of “Jesus Loves Me” with the children).

4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

“‘Know that the LORD is God. It is he that made us, and we
are his; we are his people, and the sheep of his pasture.’ Point
to where I know things,” Shane said. “That’s right, we know
things in our minds.” (Point to your head.)
“‘Enter his gates with thanksgiving, and his courts with praise.
Give thanks to him, bless his name.’ How can we praise God?”
Shane asked. “That’s right, through song, prayer, reading the
Bible. On the count of three, let’s all shout, ‘Thank you God!’
Ready? 1, 2, 3…Thank you, God!” (Count to three and lead
the children to shout, “Thank you, God!”)

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for
the next session? Read the next
session and set aside the items
you will need. Reflect on today’s
lesson and find a way to make
it a part of your life. How can
you make Psalm 100 part of your
Thanksgiving celebration and part
of your everyday life outside of the
Thanksgiving season?

Then Shane read the last verse, “‘For the LORD is good; his
steadfast love endures forever, and his faithfulness to all
generations.’ Can you wrap yourself in a big hug?” Shane
asked. “Let’s all give ourselves a big hug from God.” (Lead the
children to hug themselves.)
Shane said, “Let’s review. God made us and loves us all the
time. That’s a good reason to give thanks to God and praise
God. We can thank and praise God by singing and making
joyful noises. God loves to hear our songs and sounds of joy
such as laughter. Remember, we can thank God and praise
God any time and anywhere!”
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SESSION

3

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

International
Children’s Day
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather RK 9: Psalm 100 Book and RK 14: Roma Children.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: Wheel of the Mill and TH: Our
God.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will hear a story
about a Romany girl in Vazec, Slovakia. She attends the Backyard
Bible Club hosted by Jehk Drom. It is International Children’s Day in
the story and she gets a special treat. Seeing the children get so happy
about one small piece of candy reminds us that we so often take
things for granted and do not give thanks for the things we have each
day.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers
The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Dianne and Shane. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Welcome Guests
Items needed: play cups; play plates;
play food; two pairs of slippers

1. Say: Roma people greet others
well when they come to their
homes.
2. Choose one child to be the
guest and one child to be the
welcoming host.
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3. To the “welcoming” child, say:
Put on your slippers to be inside
your home. Pretend to open the
door to the home. Say to your
guest, “Welcome! God has sent
you! Please come inside.”
4. Have the “guest” remove his
or her shoes before entering the
home and offer the child a pair
of slippers. Invite the guest to sit
down in a chair. Offer the guest a
cup of water and a snack (a piece
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of fruit, bread with jam, bread
with some kind of meat, usually
sausage).
5. Model having a conversation
to catch up with the visitor. Ask
questions such as, “How is your
family?” “How have you been
since I last saw you?”
6. Allow the preschoolers to
practice being the host or hostess
and the guest.
7. Pray for God to bless Roma
homes and the people who visit
them.

Make a Placemat
Items needed: large construction paper;
markers; crayons; magazines (optional);
scissors; glue; laminator and laminating
sheets (or contact paper)

1. Before the session, write “I Am
Thankful For…” on each piece of
construction paper.
2. Say: Roma people enjoy sharing
meals together. Usually their
biggest meal is lunch. When a lot
of people gather around a table, it
is hard to know who goes where
sometimes. Today we will make
“I Am Thankful For…” placemats
for you to use at mealtime at your
house.
3. Give each child a big piece of
construction paper. If you have
magazines available, allow children
to find pictures of things for which
they are thankful. They can cut out
these pictures and glue them to the
construction paper. If you do not
have magazines available, have
children draw pictures or write
words of things for which they are
thankful.

5. Use the Bible thought, Give
thanks to the Lord (Ps. 107:1). Lead
children in a prayer, thanking God
for the things God has given us.
Allow each child to say something
they are thankful for during the
prayer.
6. After the session, laminate the
placemats. If you do not have
access to a laminator you can use
two sheets of contact paper to
create the same effect.

Work a Roma
Children Puzzle
Items needed: copy of RK 14: Roma
Children for each child; scissors; zippertop bags

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 14: Roma Children for each
child. Cut apart the image into
several pieces to make a puzzle.
Put each puzzle in a zipper-top
bag.
2. Say: Dianne and Shane McNary
work hard to remind the Roma
people and the children that God
made them. The Roma children are
beautiful because God made them.
3. Say: I have a puzzle for you to
complete today. When you finish
the puzzle, you will have an image
of some of the Roma children that
God made and that God loves.
4. Give each child a puzzle and
help the children put together their
puzzles.

Go on a Nature Walk
Items needed: bucket or basket to
gather items outside

1. Say: We are going to go on
a nature walk. While we walk,
I would like for you to look for
objects outside that we could use
for other purposes. For example,
a stick can be used to pick things
up. It can also be used as a spoon.
If the item is small, pick it up and
put it in my bucket or basket to
take inside.
2. Take the preschoolers on a walk
around the church (or wherever
you can walk safely outside). If
you are not able to walk outside
at your church, gather some items
from nature and find a place
to spread them out (maybe a
hallway). Walk the children past
and have them look for the objects.
3. When you are back inside and
seated, spread out the objects
collected.
4. Say: Roma are creative and
crafty people. They can find
multiple uses for many objects.
5. Hold up the items found outside
one at a time.
6. Ask: How might we use this
item in our everyday lives? (Do this
for each object.)
7. Use the Bible thought, God saw
all that he had made and it was
very good (Gen. 1:31).

5. Lead preschoolers in a prayer,
thanking God for the beautiful
Roma children on their puzzles.

4. Circulate, helping children as
needed. Collect the placemats.
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Make a Psalm 100
Book
Items needed: copy of RK 9: Psalm 100
Book for each child; construction paper;
scissors; stapler or yarn

1. Before the session, cut the
construction paper into pieces big
enough to be the front and back
cover for the books.
2. Say: We are going to make a
book about Psalm 100.
3. Give each child a copy of RK
9. Have the children cut along the
lines. Help younger preschoolers as
needed.
4. Say: Let’s see if we can
remember the psalm. Help children
put the pages in order as you
review the psalm.
5. Ask: What sounds are joyful
noises to you? (birds chirping,
mom’s voice, etc.)

Transition
Go to each learning center and
ask the preschoolers to begin
cleaning up. Tell them that when
they hear you clap your hands, it’s
time to join you for Large Group
Time. Go to each learning center
and clap your hands, inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
14: Roma Children to Large Group
Time.

6. Pray, thanking God for joyful
noises.

3. Read the English words to the
children and explain what they
mean.
4. Show TH: Wheel of the Mill.
Lead the children to play the game
along with the Slovak children.

Play “Wheel of the
Mill” Slovak Style
Items needed: TH: Wheel of the Mill;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Wheel of
the Mill. The lyrics will be at the
top of the page. Scroll down the
page to see the video of children
demonstrating the song.
2. Say: How many of you know
the song “Ring around the Rosey?”
Slovak children sing a similar song
and play a game called “Wheel of
the Mill.”

5. Say: It is neat to learn how our
friends sing the same kind if songs
that we do. Roma children play
games such as this one because
they do not have a lot of toys. They
have to find things in nature or
participate in action games using
their bodies, such as Wheel of the
Mill. They can play games such as
this one anywhere they go.
6. Pray, thanking God for creating
our bodies to move so we can have
fun and stay healthy.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today we are going to learn about a special day in Slovakia. It
is called International Children’s Day. It is celebrated on June 1. Roma
children do not get very excited about this day because they do not do
anything different on this day. It is just another day in their life. However,
in our story, something special happens to a young Roma girl.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about the Roma people or
Psalm 100 while you were in the learning centers? (Show RK 14: Roma
Children.)
3. Say: Let’s hear a story about Rosella, a young Romany girl.
4. Tell the story, “International Children’s Day.”
5. Ask: What are some things Rosella does during her day? Do you do
similar things during your day?
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for Roma children and
for Dianne and Shane McNary’s ministry to these children.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

Items needed: TH: Our God

International Children’s Day

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Our God. Listen to the song a few
times so that you can teach it to the
preschoolers. (Singing it faster than
the recording is recommended.)

“I’m excited!” Rosella exclaimed as she sat down to her
breakfast of bread and jam. “Why?” asked her older brother.
“There’s a group of people from the United States here. They’re
having a camp for us this afternoon,” Rosella replied.

2. Say: Today we learned about
Rosella. Her new friends wanted to
celebrate the children. Ask: What
did they do?

Rosella brushed her teeth, tied her shoes, and skipped off to
school. Rosella could hardly concentrate during math. They
were counting by 2s. She already knew how to do that. “2, 4,
6, 8, 10,” said Rosella. During English lessons, they learned the
parts of the body. She impatiently pointed and repeated after
the teacher. “Head, shoulders, knees, toes, eyes, ears, mouth,
and nose.” Rosella knew all of these English words!

3. Say: The piece of candy was
special to Rosella because she never
gets candy at home. It was nice of
the partner church to do something
special for the children.

Finally it was time for camp. Rosella ran down the path
and was greeted by her new American friend Amanda. “Hi,
Rosella! How was school today?” Amanda called. “I don’t
remember much. I was too excited to see you!” Rosella
replied. “What are we doing today?” Amanda answered, “We
are playing games and we’ll have a special snack.” “Yay!!!”
Rosella shouted, pumping her fist in the air.

4. Lead the preschoolers in singing
the song:
Our God is a God who makes
friends,
Our God is a God who makes
friends,
Our God is a God who’s faithful
to the end,
Our God is a God who makes
friends.

The youth from a church in the United States gathered the
children around a parachute. Rosella reached up high as the
parachute went up and bent down when it came back to the
ground. She shook her arms quickly to make the balls on the
parachute fall to the ground. Finally, it was snack time. The
children gathered around the table. “I bet it’s just another
small sandwich,” Rosella thought. She was hungry, so she
would eat whatever they provided.

5. Say a prayer thanking God for
friends. Have each child name one
friend during the prayer.
6. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

When Amanda brought her snack, it was a whole apple, cut
into slices. “A whole apple, just for me? I usually only get a
few slices,” Rosella thought. Then she noticed something else
on the napkin. It was a piece of candy!

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. Read the next
session and set aside the items you
will need. Reflect on today’s lesson
and find a way to make it a part of
your life. What are some things you
take for granted? How (or what)
can you give out of the abundance
that God gives you?

Rosella looked at Amanda and asked, “Is this for me?” “Yes,”
replied Amanda. “We are celebrating you and your friends
today. It is International Children’s Day!” Rosella shouted,
“Thank you!!!” as she threw her arms around Amanda’s waist.
She could not remember the last time she had a piece of
candy. She held it tightly in one hand while she ate her apple
slices. “What a special treat! We don’t get candy at home.
Thank you!” Rosella told Amanda. She silently thanked God
for her new friends.
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SESSION

4

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Harvest
Celebrations
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather RK 10: Packing a Bag, RK 11: Eat This, Not That!, and RK
13: Shane Preaching.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Locate TH: Mirror Craft.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will hear about
Shane traveling to visit his friends in Cinobana and Vazec. He has a
long drive to both places. He is proud of the people in these places
who are making their churches and communities successful.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers
The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Dianne and Shane. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

butter
chocolate drink powder

Make Chocolate
Noodles

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it. To prepare, cook
the noodles. Drain well and add
enough butter to coat the noodles
well. Stir the butter into the
noodles. Sprinkle the noodles with
chocolate powder and stir well.
Serve in bowls.

Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins; bowls; forks; RK 15: Allergy
Alert

Recipe ingredients:
package of wide egg noodles
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2. Say: Today we are going to eat
noodles in a new and different
way. In Slovakia, the children like
to eat chocolate noodles!

5. Have each child look in the
mirror and say, “I am beautiful or
handsome because I am created in
God’s image.”

they bring things home that are
safe to eat.

3. Give each child a bowl of
noodles, a fork, and a napkin.

6. Say a prayer, thanking God
for creating us to be unique and
special.

4. Say: I am going to show you a
picture. If you think you can eat
the item, hold up the green circle.
If you think you cannot eat the
item, hold up the red circle.

4. Say: Dianne and Shane enjoy
sharing meals with their Roma
friends. We learn more about
each other when we share meals
together!
5. Bless the food before eating this
new and tasty treat!

Make a Mirror
Items needed: one 5x7 piece of
cardboard for each child; glue; markers
(glitter pens); rhinestones/small rocks/
pebbles/objects to decorate the frame
(whatever you have available); silver
mirror boards; jumbo craft sticks; TH:
Mirror Craft

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Mirror Craft for a photo of this
activity and a link to find the
mirror boards. Attach the mirror
sheet to the cardboard and glue a
jumbo craft stick to the bottom of
the frame as a handle.
2. Ask: What do you see when
you look in a mirror? What would
it be like if we all looked exactly
the same?

5. Hold up the cards one at a time,
sorting them with children as you
go along.

Pack a Bag
Items needed: copy of RK 10: Packing
a Bag for each preschooler; pencils;
crayons

1. Say: Dianne and Shane travel a
lot, which means that they have to
pack and unpack their suitcases a
lot.
2. Ask: What do you think they
might put in their suitcase?
3. Say: Let’s pack a suitcase for
them.
4. Give each preschooler a copy
of RK 10. Have them follow the
squiggly lines to place each item in
the suitcase. Have them draw any
other items that they might pack
inside the suitcase.
5. Pray for Dianne and Shane
as they travel to work with their
Roma friends.

Eat This, Not That

4. Give each preschooler a
cardboard frame mirror. Allow
preschoolers to decorate the frames
with whatever objects you provide.

2. Say: Roma children are good at
gathering things in nature that they
can eat. However, they have to be
smart and careful to make sure

Items needed: RK 11: Eat This, Not That;
crayons or pencils; green circle; red circle

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 11. Cut apart the pictures
to create a “deck of cards.” Cut
a green circle and a red circle for
each child.

FORM

6. Remind students that they
should not eat things outside
without asking an adult.
7. Use the Bible thought, God
gives food to us (Ps. 136: 25). Pray,
thanking God for plants that we
can eat to nourish our bodies.

Read about Slovakia
and Czech Republic
Items needed: books about Slovakia and
Czech Republic

1. Before the session, check out
books from the library about
Slovakia and Czech Republic
(travel guides, books with
pictures).
2. Say: We are going to look at
some books about Slovakia and
Czech Republic.

3. Use the Bible thought, God
made us and we are his (Ps.
100: 3). Say: We are all created
in God’s image. When you look
in the mirror, you see your own
reflection, but you also see God.
We are all unique and special
because God created us to be that
way.
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3. Give a red circle and a green
circle to each child.
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3. As you show pictures (and
maybe read a little here and there),
ask the children if they notice
similarities and differences from
where we live and where Dianne,
Shane, and the Roma people live.
4. Pray and thank God for the
beauty of the world outside our
window and around the world.
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Hoop Relay
Items needed: hula hoops

1. Before the session, set up a race
course with a starting line, finish
line, and four hula hoops in a zig
zag pattern on the floor. Let the
class play together as one team,
cheering for each other as they run
the race.
2. Say: Roma children do not have
a lot of time to play games. They
also do not have a lot of money
to buy games. So, they make use
of the things they find near their
houses. The children often find old
bicycle wheels or car tires lying
around. They make up games to
play with these items. Let’s play a
game with hoops.

Transition
Go to each learning center and
ask the preschoolers to begin
cleaning up. Tell them that when
they hear you clap your hands, it’s
time to join you for Large Group
Time. Go to each learning center
and clap your hands, inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Arrange
the chairs in rows like the seats
on a train. Bring RK 13: Shane
Preaching to Large Group Time.

3. Say: We are going to run a team
relay race. The first person in the
line will roll their hoop along the
floor until they reach the four flat
hula hoops. Then they will hold
the hoop up high while they jump
from one hoop to the next. After
they have jumped into all four
hoops, they will run back to the
line and give the hula hoop to the
next team member.
4. Say: I am going to count down
from three. Ready? 3, 2, 1, Go!
5. Watch the preschoolers and help
those who might get frustrated.
Encourage the children to cheer for
their friends as they run the race.

Large Group Time
1. Invite the children to board the train for Large Group Time. Say: Take a
seat on our train. We are going to hear about some places that Dianne and
Shane travel. They have Roma friends in three different places, so they
travel often to visit them all.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned while you were in the learning
centers?
3. Say: Let’s hear a story about Dianne’s and Shane’s travels. (Show RK
13: Shane Preaching.)
4. Tell the story, “Harvest Celebration.”
5. Ask: Have you ever been on a train, plane, or a long car ride? It can
be tiring sometimes! However, Dianne and Shane love seeing their Roma
friends, so they do not mind the traveling.
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for safe travels for
Dianne and Shane.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Ask: Do you remember what
was on the table in the story?
Say: The Roma do not celebrate
Thanksgiving like we do here.
However, they do celebrate when
they have a good harvest. They
have a meal together just like we
do.

Harvest Celebration
“It’s time for me to leave,” Shane said to Dianne, as he loaded
the car. “You’re not taking the train today?” asked Dianne.
“No, I’m dropping off supplies in Vazec. Then I’m headed to
Cinobana to preach, so I’ll drive the car today.” Shane said.
“Let me help you!” Dianne said, taking a bag from Shane.
“One, two, three, four…” Shane said, counting his bags.
“They are all here.” “Don’t forget to pick up our friends on
your way!” Dianne called, as Shane drove away.

2. Lead preschoolers in saying the
following poem:
Thank you for the world so
sweet.
Thank you for the food we eat.
Thank you for the birds that
sing.
Thank you, God, for everything.

Shane stopped and four friends climbed into Shane’s
car. They drove for about an hour. They rolled down the
windows and sang as they drove. Finally, they arrived in
Vazec. “Hi Danka! How are you?” Shane said as he opened
the trunk and pulled out four bags of school supplies. “Some
of our friends in the United States brought these for your
community center,” said Shane. “Thank you so much!”
Danka said. “I can’t stay. We are going to Cinobana. I’m
preaching there,” Shane said.

3. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the first session
of the next unit and set aside the
items you will need. Reflect on
today’s lesson and the unit as a
whole to find a way to make it a
part of your life. Continue to pray
for Dianne, Shane, and the Roma
people in Slovakia, Czech Republic,
the rest of Europe, and around the
world.

The four men climbed back in the car for a two and a half
hour drive. They rolled down the windows and sang as they
drove. Finally, they arrived in Cinobana.
“Good to see you, Shane!” called a member of the church
in Cinobana. “Good to see you, too, my friend! Shane said.
Inside the church there was a beautiful arrangement of fruits
and vegetables on the table to celebrate the good harvests.
Shane preached from Psalm 100. He reminded the people
that God made them in God’s image and that they are God’s
people. He reminded them that the Lord is good as he
pointed to the fruits and vegetables. He reminded them to
give thanks and praise God.
When he finished, the praise band played and everyone
swayed and sang to the music. Then they shared a delicious
meal together. Before they left, the church invited the men
to take something from the table. Shane took a peach. He bit
into it and the juice dribbled down his chin. It was delicious!
He liked how this church celebrated their good harvests.
It was late when Shane got home, so he went straight to bed.
He was exhausted but thankful for the visits with his friends
in Vazec and Cinobana.
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C B F P R E S C H O O L M I S S I ONAL FOR M AT I ON RESOURCE

Resource Kit

1

dos [dohs]

rojo [ROH hoh]

cuartro [KWAH troh]

amarillo
[ah mah REE oh]

azul [ah SOOL]
verde [VAIR day]

4

2

uno [OO noh]

tres [trehs]

1
3
RESOURCE
KIT

Spanish Words and Numbers
Leader: Cut apart the four sections.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1 and Session 3, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 1
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Tortillas: Flikr (CC BY-SA 2.0) David Boté Estrada
Mexican Rice: Flikr (CC BY-ND 2.0) Meal Makeover Moms
Tacos and Beans: Flikr (CC BY-SA 2.0) Larry Miller
Chips and Salsa: Flikr (CC BY 2.0) 20after4
RESOURCE
KIT

2

Latino Foods
Leader: Make copies of the photos as needed.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 2, Art.

UNIT 1
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See the Owl
(to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)

See the owl
See the owl
Flying high
Flying high
Soaring in the air
Soaring in the air
Whoo! Whoo! Whoo!
Whoo! Whoo! Whoo!

RESOURCE
KIT

3

“See the Owl” Lyrics
Leader: Use lyrics to teach the song.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, Music and Movement.

UNIT 1
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The Wheels on the Bus
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
Round and round,
Round and round.
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
All through the town.
(Roll hands around each other)

The driver on the bus says, “Move on back,
Move on back,
Move on back.”
The driver on the bus says, “Move on back,”
All through the town.
(Point thumb over your shoulder)

The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish,
Swish, swish, swish,
Swish, swish, swish.
The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish,
All through the town.
(“Swish” hands in front of you like windshield wipers)

The babies on the bus say “Wah, wah, wah,
Wah, wah, wah,
Wah, wah, wah.”
The babies on the bus say “Wah, wah, wah,”
All through the town.
(Rub fists in front of eyes)

The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep,
Beep, beep, beep,
Beep, beep, beep.
The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep,
All through the town.
(Slap palm in front of you like honking a
horn)
The doors on the bus go open and shut,
Open and shut,
Open and shut.
The doors on the bus go open and shut,
All through the town.
(Push hands back and forth in front of you)
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The mommies on the bus say, “Shush, shush,
shush,
Shush, shush, shush,
Shush, shush, shush.”
The mommies on the bus say, “Shush, shush,
shush,”
All through the town.
(Hold index finger in front of mouth as if
saying shhh)

“Wheels on the Bus” Lyrics
Leader: Use lyrics to teach the song and motions.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 4, Music and Movement.

UNIT 1
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Greg and Sue Smith
CBF field personnel Greg and Sue Smith serve the first-generation Latino immigrant community
through LUCHA Ministries, Inc., located in Fredericksburg, Virginia. LUCHA Ministries supports the
rights of immigrants and their families and helps them find services in Spanish.

UNIT 1
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UNIT 1

Anita and Rocio
Anita and Rocio are Latina teens who volunteer in LUCHA’s Cinco Panes food pantry. Their parents
have received food assistance in the past, and now they want to give back to the community. Rocio
says that it has been one of the most rewarding things she has ever done, to help other Latino
families who are going through hard times.
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UNIT 1

Jonathan and Noemi
Jonathan and Noemi participate in the Bridges of Hope Literacy Club, which provides after-school
tutoring for elementary school children, and ESOL services for parents and other members of the
community. Middle-school students help tutor younger children and receive help from the tutors as
well.
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Dianne and Shane McNary

Slovakia and Czech Republic

Roma children

Harvest Celebration on the
Communion Table
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Dianne and Shane McNary Book
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock for each preschooler.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 1, Books.

UNIT 2
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Psalm 100 Book
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock for each preschooler.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 4, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 2
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Pack a Bag
Leader: Make a copy for each preschooler.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 4, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 2
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dandelions

poison ivy

daffodils

blackberries

seaweed

poinsettias

peace lily

holly

mushrooms
Yes: blackberries, dandelions,
pecans, seaweed

pecans
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No: poison ivy, holly, poinsettias,
mushrooms, peace lily, daffodils

Eat This, Not That!
Leader: Make one copy on cardstock and cut apart the cards.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 4, Nature.

UNIT 2
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Dianne and Shane McNary
CBF field personnel Dianne and Shane McNary live in Presov, Slovakia. They work with the Roma
people in Slovakia and Czech Republic to share God’s love and help them to know that they are
created in God’s image and loved by God.

UNIT 2
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Shane Preaching
CBF field personnel Shane McNary travels to small churches in Slovakia and Czech Republic to
minister to the Roma and Slovak people. As he preaches, he tells people that God created them in
God’s own image and that God loves them just as they are.

UNIT 2
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Roma Children
Roma children are beautiful children created in God’s image. As Dianne and Shane McNary travel
to villages and towns in Slovakia and Czech Republic, they laugh and play with many groups
of children. As they build relationships with Roma families, they share that God loves the Roma
people.
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Allergy Alert

If your child is allergic to any of these items,
please inform your child’s leader.
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You can change the world,
one community at a time.

“The goodness of
my life depends on
everyone having a
good life.”
- Gazmend Muharemi,
co-founder of Aya Farm
Ministry partner of CBF
field personnel Alicia and
Jeff Lee in Macedonia

CBF field personnel Jeff Lee (left) and son, Ethan,
pictured with Gazmend Muharemi of Aya Farm.

Get free Offering for Global Missions resources
for your church at www.cbf.net/ogm

100%
of your gifts to the
Offering support the long-term
presence of CBF field personnel.

